
XV 1 SL

Colour: cranberry-aubergine
Article ID: 3850118-5005
Weight: 950 g
Volume: 17 litres
Size: 52 / 28 / 18 (H x W x D) cm
MSRP: 79,95 €

The athletic daypack with a completely revised Airstripes back system
convinces with
its excellent carrying comfort and maximum ventilation. Especially its
minimalistic style
and many functions make the new XV1 the new urban trend setter. The
stretch compartment on the front offers space for jacket, helmet or other
stuff while the main compartment stores your daily equipment.



HIGHLIGHTS OF XV 1 SL

SL Women's Fit
On average, women's backs are not
quite as long as men's. The SL carry
system is thus slightly shorter than
that of Deuter's standard rucksacks.

Airstripes System
A bike pack always has to sit secure
and snug on your back – even on
the roughest rides. Our unique
Airstripes System takes care of that
and offers effective ventilation. It
consists of two contoured, air-
channeled foam profiles that are
covered with a highly breathable
Wide AirMesh lining. The reduced
contact surface results in an
optimized fresh air circulation. Also,
the pack’s load is kept close to the
body and thus won’t throw the rider
off balance.

Pockets on the outside
stretch pockets on the side and in
the front provide additional storage
space

Removable Hip Belt
The hip belt can easily be removed.

Padded Hip Belt
An additional padding on the hip
belt provides more carrying
comfort.

Sternum Strap
The sternum strap stabilizes the
pack on the shoulders.

Valuables Pocket
special pocket on the inside of the
pack to keep valuable items safe

Padded Notebook
Compartment

Tablet PC Pocket
special compartment to store tablet
computers

Organizer Pocket
organizer pocket to store pens, cell
phones etc.

PFC Free Load Adjustment Straps
to individually adapt the pack’s
centre of gravity

Removable Chest Strap
The chest strap can be removed if
needed.

Reflector

SUITABLE FOR

Business Biking

Motorbike Travelling

School / University City



BACK SYSTEM: AIRSTRIPES SYSTEM DAYPACK

1 OUTSTANDING AIR CIRCULATION
means less sweating: Two air channeled foam strips and an air
mesh cover ensure as little back contact as possible.

2 FITS LIKE A GLOVE
through ergonomically cut S-shape shoulder straps.

3 ADDITIONAL STABILITY FOR HEAVY LOADS
provides a detachable waist belt. (Step Out 22, Walker 24,
Graduate)

4 HIGH CARRYING COMFORT
guarantees the bilaminate construction made from one soft and
one firm layer of foam.
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MATERIAL

600D PES
Made from 600 den Polyester thread and with a
thick PU coating, this multi-purpose fabric is
robust and lightweight. It is most suitable for
backpacks, used in average conditions to keep
the weight to a minimum.


